Surface noise often dominates signal in land seismic acquisition by a large amount, perhaps 2x to 20x, which limits the usefulness of land seismic data, especially converted waves and possibly attributes. Much of this noise is also back-scattered. We propose an approach of reducing back-scattered surface noise by designing field acquisition to better sample the noise in X & Y so that it can be more easily removed in processing.
Introduction
Source generated back-scattered noise is not random! We can design acquisition to significantly help its removal in processing. But, it is not easy. A main challenge with reducing back-scattered surface noise is that it often requires field acquisition with a 2D array with receiver spacing of about 5 meters in X & Y, which is very small and is rarely done. If one of the X or Y dimensions is poorly sampled with spacing much larger than 5 meters, half of the noise will be aliased and smeared over the entire analysis, severely limiting its effectiveness. We seek to be able to identify and filter back-scattered noise with 10x reduction of noise, yet a 1D array can only give us a 2x reduction. Thus, a dense 2D array is essential for removing back-scattered noise. (Regone & Rethford, 1990; Regone, 1997; Regone, 1998; Petrochilos & Drew, 2014; Auger et al., 2013; SchisseleRebel & Meunier, 2013) . The ARCO Button Patch did not use a dense 2D array (Barr, 2013; Biondi, 2006) .
We surmise that most land seismic surveys have a significant amount of back-scattered surface noise because the few studies that exist show there is a lot of this noise, and it is the likely cause of poorly understood, strong, aliased noise with much land data. However, we don't know for certain how much back-scattered and similar side scattered and nonsource surface noise exists in land seismic data because most surveys don't measure it and few studies have analyzed it.
The need for a 2D array with spacing of ~5 meters in X & Y presents significant economic and coverage challenges. A 2D array with ~5 meter spacing will use up many channels that illuminate a similar point of the subsurface, which leaves fewer channels for overall illumination and independent fold. We propose that in some or many cases, effective noise reduction with a 2D array is more important than illumination or independent fold. Recent processing advancements allow for much greater irregularity with data acquisition. A deliberate 2D array that samples the noise is more effective at reducing noise than random noise attenuation from high fold. We propose a 2D ring array design that uses many fewer receivers than a full dense spacing of ~5 meters. High fidelity inversion filtering using sparsity aids the ability to reduce the number of receivers.
Seismic attribute extraction, particularly attributes that use noisy shear or converted waves, would greatly benefit from the improved pre-stack signal quality from reducing backscattered source generated and other surface noise.
Prevalence of back-scattered noise
Several studies show a dramatic difference between data from a surface seismic receiver with that from a receiver in a borehole 20-40 meters beneath the surface receiver (Berron et al., 2012; Diller & Gardner, 2012; CalderonMacias, 2014; Czanik and Eisner,2013; Shulakova et al., 2014) . This difference is caused by noise traveling along the shallow near surface wave guide caused by a strong surface velocity gradient. The buried receivers do not see much of this noise. While it may be surprising that the top 20-40 meters can trap so much noise, the extremely low velocity in this top layer means the wavelengths are very short and the waveguide is very powerful. Modelling studies indicate that 95-98% of the source energy is often trapped in this surface wave guide.
Moreover, seismic cultural and ambient noise is also trapped in this waveguide. Thankfully, this surface layer is also attenuative which reduces the level of noise in most situations, but apparently the attenuation is not enough to sufficiently reduce the surface noise in many cases.
Many studies also show that the top 20-40 meters of many areas is also very heterogeneous, which causes much scattering of seismic energy in this near surface wave guide (Adel et al, 2013; Xia et al., 2002; Louie, 2001) . As a result, the mid and far offsets can see much noise coming from the crossline direction and can have very different noise characteristics from the near offsets.
In most seismic acquisition surveys, it is not possible to directly identify backscattered seismic noise because the cross-line spacing is far too large, perhaps 200-400 meters. As a result, the back-scattered noise, which has typical wavelengths of 10-40 meters, will be aliased and appear random.
We propose one of two changes: 1) in areas of large backscattered noise, use 2D ring arrays for the full acquisition, or 2) in areas of less or unknown back-scattered noise use conventional production seismic surveys with orthogonal shots & receiver lines and have 2-4 2D arrays of 50-100 receivers to analyze the noise. These 2-4 arrays with conventional processing provide analysis of surface noise that can aid processing, attribute reliability, and future acquisition.
2D Ring Arrays
To efficiently analyze and filter slow surface noise, we propose using a 2D array with variable spacing where the center receivers have closer spacing than the outer receivers, such as in Figure 1a & 1b. Since this 2D array consists of rings of variable spacing, we call this a Ring Array.
The variable spacing of the ring array lets us analyze surface noise energy over a wide range of frequencies and velocities. For the array size of 580 feet in Figure 1a , the ring array has 116 elements rather than 1600 if the entire array had spacing of 15 feet. The fewer elements will reduce the fidelity of the array for the highest wavenumbers, but we recover some of the fidelity through the use of inversion processing including sparsity.
An entire survey with 2D ring arrays may look like that in Figure 2 .
Deliberate arrays are more effective at noise attenuation than random fold summation.
Noise attenuation using conventional random fold summation goes by √ , where N is a measure of the redundancy or fold. A common priority when using this approach is to attempt to make the noise as random as possible.
When using ring arrays as antennas, the noise attenuation will scale by approximately N where N is the number of elements in the array if the elements are close to the noise aliasing limit for a given frequency. (Proakis & Manolakis, 2007; Lynch, 1996; Murvosh et al, 2013) The noise attenuation may scale by more than N when using inversion methods. The difference between N & √ is significant when N is 9 or greater. Moreover, using inversion and sparsity concepts, we can significantly improve the effectiveness of the array for noise attenuation.
If these digital 2D arrays prove effective, we hope that new acquisition hardware and field practices can take advantage of the close proximity of receivers to reduce capital cost, layout costs, and permitting costs.
Ring Array filtering
Surface noise filtering using the ring arrays is complex because of the irregular spacing and surface heterogeneities which cause dynamic noise statics. Inversion can address the irregular spacing, but the noise statics significantly smear the slant stack inversion. We find that the filtering is significantly enhanced by performing a joint inversion of plane waves and dynamic noise statics using sparsity principals. It helps to parameterize the noise statics to represent physical processes of how near surface heterogeneities effect surface energy. 
Examples from field tests of ring arrays
We placed 4 ring arrays in the field with geometry of that in Figure 1a . A simple slowness analysis result of a basic 2D slant stack in Figure 3b shows several distinctive features: large air noise contamination, much guided wave noise, and much back-scattered noise coming in at different azimuths. However, the analysis is very fuzzy, which we attribute to using a simple slant stack without inversion or dynamic statics.
If we use a partially improved slowness analysis, we get the result of figure 3c, which shows a sharper result and the air noise and guided waves are clearer. Figure 3b & 3c result from 100 shots stacked to preserve the source orientation. This shows the amount of back-scattered noise. Figure 3d shows a 2D slowness analysis where compass angle is preserved. This is for a ring array location ~50 miles from the one of Figure 3c where the surface geology has more sedimentary cover. This figure shows that the air noise and the surface seismic noise is very directional, which should aid sparsity inversion. : 2D slowness analysis using a simple slant stack of a ring array. This is the Z component at 19Hz. 100 shots are stacked in this result. The pattern shows several distinctive features: large air noise contamination, much guided wave noise, and much back-scattered noise coming in at different azimuths. However, the analysis is very fuzzy, which we attribute to using a simple slant stack without inversion or dynamic statics.
Examples of filtering field data
Since our slowness inversion can separate and identify all the different types of noise and signal energy in the array, we can use this inversion to filter out the noise and preserve the signal. The results of this filtering is in Figure 4a & 4b.
Since we have only isolated ring arrays, there is not enough data for imaging. The only tool we have for judging signal quality improvement are common receiver gathers. Signal to noise improvement is significant.
Processing irregular land data
The acquisition geometry of Figure 2 is irregular and does not conform to a natural bin spacing or OVT creation. Modern processing and attribute methods are able to handle these irregularities through the use of fold compensation, 5D interpolation, image domain extrapolation, and iterative migration. While this acquisition irregularity is not convenient and requires advanced processing methods, the need to improve signal quality is a higher priority. Signal to noise improvement is significant.
Processing tests of synthetic data with this irregular acquisition geometry confirm that advanced processing methods can avoid artifacts from this irregular acquisition geometry.
Conclusions
The use of 2D Ring Arrays combined with inversion using sparsity principles shows promise for improving the S/N of land data. We have demonstrated the fundamental principle is sound, i.e. that organized 2D arrays are better at backscattered noise attenuation than random noise attenuation. The dynamic statics of the heterogeneous near surface are a key complicating factor with the slant stack inversion of the array data. Gaining experience with different data types will be very useful.
With good reason, seismic acquisition is a conservative industry. Production seismic acquisition is an expensive endeavor that cannot tolerate much risk. The acquisition process requires much coordinated expertise from different people. Making fundamental changes often has unforeseen ramifications, either positive or negative. A full acquisition test should highlight the potential and challenges of this new approach.
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